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Abstract. There is considerable import in creating more
complete, better understood holdings of early meteorolog-
ical data. Such data permit an improved understanding of
climate variability and long-term changes. Early records are
particularly incomplete in the tropics, with implications for
estimates of global and regional temperature. There is also a
relatively low level of scientific understanding of how these
early measurements were made and, as a result, of their ho-
mogeneity and comparability to more modern techniques
and measurements. Herein we describe and analyse a newly
rescued set of long-term, up to six-way parallel measure-
ments undertaken over 1884–1903 in Mauritius, an island
situated in the southern Indian Ocean. Data include (i) mea-
surements from a well-ventilated room, (ii) a shaded thermo-
graph, (iii) instruments housed in a manner broadly equiv-
alent to a modern Stevenson screen, (iv) a set of measure-
ments by a hygrometer mounted in a Stevenson screen, and
for a much shorter period (v) two additional Stevenson screen
configurations. All measurements were undertaken within an
∼ 80 m radius of each other. To our knowledge this is the first
such multidecadal multi-instrument assessment of meteoro-
logical instrument transition impacts ever undertaken, pro-
viding potentially unique insights. The intercomparison also
considers the impact of different ways of deriving daily and
monthly averages. The long-term comparison is sufficient to
robustly characterize systematic offsets between all the in-
struments and seasonally varying impacts. Differences be-
tween all techniques range from tenths of a degree Celsius to

more than 1 ◦C and are considerably larger for maximum and
minimum temperatures than for means or averages. System-
atic differences of several tenths of a degree Celsius also exist
for the different ways of deriving average and mean tempera-
tures. All differences, except two average temperature series
pairs, are significant at the 0.01 level using a paired t test.
Given that all thermometers were regularly calibrated against
a primary Kew standard thermometer maintained by the ob-
servatory, this analysis highlights significant impacts of in-
strument exposure, housing, siting, and measurement prac-
tices in early meteorological records. These results reaffirm
the importance of thoroughly assessing the homogeneity of
early meteorological records.

1 Introduction

The earliest meteorological records, prior to global standard-
ization, were sparsely distributed and undertaken by a range
of individuals and groups using a broad variety of instru-
mentation, exposures, practices, and even temperature scales
(Knowles Middleton, 1966; Parker, 1994; Venema et al.,
2020). In the early 20th century, the advent of the Interna-
tional Meteorological Organization (IMO, the precursor to
the modern-day World Meteorological Organization, WMO)
strengthened the push toward standardization of surface me-
teorological station instrumentation and observing practices
at national, regional, and international levels, as well as the
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expansion of networks to be more geographically complete.
This served to greatly improve spatio-temporal comparabil-
ity and, therefore, homogeneity of these latter measurements.
In terms of our understanding of the long-term climate sys-
tem evolution, it is hence critically important to rescue addi-
tional early data records that predate this push toward stan-
dardization and to better understand them. This is particu-
larly so in regions of the world where data holdings in this
early period are especially sparse, such as the tropics.

Knowledge of early instrumental set-ups and observing
practices at individual sites is highly varied. Tropical and
subtropical sites are known to have used a broad vari-
ety of approaches that generally, but far from exclusively,
were some form of thatched pagoda screens, sheds, or well-
ventilated rooms (Parker, 1994). Outside the tropics, window
screens, poleward-facing walls, and garden stands were used.
The basic scientific premise was to expose the thermome-
ter to the ambient atmospheric conditions whilst simultane-
ously avoiding direct exposure to solar radiation. This was
achieved with varying degrees of success. Figure 1 illustrates
a number of tropical–subtropical exposures in Parker (1994)
and uncovered in the present analysis via personal contacts.
This shows the existence of significant heterogeneity in in-
strumental exposure in these early records. For most stations,
these early designs were replaced by the Stevenson (1864)
screen (also known as cotton region shelter; Quayle et al.,
1991), which is much more enclosed and aims to maintain
good ventilation but provide better protection against both
direct and indirect solar and infrared radiation.

From a climate monitoring perspective, these “raw” early
records suffer from potentially complex biases that are
heterogeneous in nature and occurred across a geographi-
cally sparse network (Hartmann et al., 2013, and references
therein). Prior to use in climate applications these records
must be assessed for homogeneity and adjusted to remove
apparent data artefacts. Modern state-of-the-art techniques
generally use comparisons between nearby stations to iden-
tify and then adjust for non-climatic data artefacts (Conrad
and Pollak, 1950; Aguilar et al., 2003; Trewin, 2010; Menne
and Williams, 2009; Venema et al., 2020). The breakpoint
detection step is inherently a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is-
sue – the lower the noise in the series the smaller the break-
points which can be robustly detected – which means the
comparator stations should be close enough to yield a differ-
ence series with low variability (Williams et al., 2012; Gubler
et al., 2017; Lindau and Venema, 2018a). Unfortunately, sta-
tion sparsity is a particular issue for the tropics in the early
record. There are vast swathes of the tropics with no infor-
mation in current digitized archives over this period (Fig. 2),
which may in part reflect incomplete data rescue and/or the
presence of data policy issues rather than the lack of potential
long-term records (Allan et al., 2011).

There are some insights into the potential limitations of
neighbour-based homogenization approaches in such situa-
tions from a number of studies. Gubler et al. (2017) studied

the influence of station density by comparing homogeniza-
tion outcomes using all Swiss temperature stations to ho-
mogenization with a thinned-out network with a similar net-
work density as that found in Peru. They found that when
the network was thinned out the homogenization method
HOMER could improve the homogeneity at a station level
but could not reduce the network average trend errors, which
is the most crucial task. Chimani et al. (2018) studied the
homogenization of relative humidity observations in Austria,
which have much lower cross-correlations between stations
than temperature, and found that none of the homogeniza-
tion techniques could achieve clear improvements in the ho-
mogeneity of the data. Lindau and Venema (2018a) helped
understand the problem. They found that when the SNR is
too low, the errors in the positions of break inhomogeneities
are very large. Small errors in the break positions can lead
to drastic under-adjustment of any network-wide trend bi-
ases due to inhomogeneities (Lindau and Venema, 2018b).
The latter was also found by Williams et al. (2012) in their
benchmarking exercise for the USA, which used scenarios of
varying difficulty for the inhomogeneities. For easy scenarios
well over 90 % of the network-wide trend errors could be re-
moved by homogenization, but for the hardest scenario with
many small breaks only about half of the trend error could be
removed.

As a result of such challenges, a variety of novel tech-
niques have been used to assess the homogeneity of these
early records. These variously rely upon intra-station char-
acteristics, available parallel measurements, or meteorologi-
cal covariates to adjust for apparent inhomogeneities (Hub-
bard et al., 2001; Camuffo, 2002; Böhm et al., 2010; Brunet
et al., 2011; Auchmann and Brönnimann, 2012; Lindén et
al., 2015; Kaspar et al., 2016; Acquaotta et al., 2016). Ulti-
mately, however, trust in statistical and metadata-based ho-
mogenization techniques can only come from a fundamen-
tal measurement-based understanding. There has thus been
increasing interest in recent years in ascertaining the differ-
ences arising from the systematic changes in instrumentation
and methods of observation via direct comparison of mod-
ern and old instruments, exposures, and practices. To date
these have primarily considered the impact on early mid-
latitude records. For a site at Kremsmünster, Austria, the
original instrumentation has remained, permitting a side-by-
side comparison in the modern era (Böhm et al., 2010). For
Spanish data, early screens were reconstructed from avail-
able metadata and a comparison was undertaken focusing
on the effects of exposure differences (Brunet et al., 2011).
Comparisons of various changes in Australia (Ashcroft et al.,
2012) have recently been complemented by analysis of a 60-
year set of parallel measurements at the Adelaide observa-
tory over 1887–1947 (Ashcroft et al., 2021). These studies
have collectively highlighted important and seasonally vary-
ing impacts of the distinct instrumentation and methods of
observation in the early period records, relative to modern
instrumentation and practices, in these specific cases. Two
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Figure 1. Summary of a number of known early tropical–subtropical observational practices. The top left is a picture of the old exposure
used at the Hong Kong observatory, which is no longer operational but still maintained (courtesy Philip Brohan). The top right shows three
set-ups (a Stevenson screen, a thermometer shed, and a Glashier stand) at the Adelaide observatory which undertook 60 years of parallel
measurements (Royal Society of New South Wales and discussed further in Ashcroft et al., 2021). The centre left (thatched shelter) and right
(tropical thatched screen) are taken from Parker (1994) (Figs. 4 and 10, respectively) and are the only two tropical locations with photographic
evidence of instrumental set-up shown therein. The bottom left image is of the meteorological observation station at Kizunguzi, Tanzania
(source: DWD, Archive of the Deutsche Seewarte).
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Figure 2. Available monthly resolution temperature records between 30◦N and 30◦S over the period around the parallel measurement
experiment analysed herein arising from the international efforts of the Copernicus Climate Change Service and NOAA’s National Centers
for Environmental Information (Thorne et al., 2017; Noone et al., 2021). Note that, to date, only non-continuous digitized data for Mauritius
at Pamplemousses 1787–1974 are available in international repositories.

additional known analyses are ongoing: (i) an experiment
by the Netherlands Met Service KNMI comparing a pagoda-
housed instrument to a Stevenson screen using a similar phi-
losophy as that in Brunet et al. and (ii) two comparisons
of north wall measurements with Stevenson screens in Nor-
way (Øyvind Nordli, personal communication, 2018). There
have also been several long-running sets of parallel measure-
ments associated with far more recent transitions, such as
the US transition from cotton region shelters to the MMTS
(maximum–minimum temperature sensor) with a side-by-
side comparison now exceeding 30 years (figure in Cook,
2016). Parallel measurements tend to have not been shared
as widely as long-term station records, and efforts are on-
going to build a database of such measurements, which has
uncovered many such collections (Venema et al., 2018).

The issue of the verity of early instrumental tempera-
ture records matters not just scientifically, but also increas-
ingly in terms of public policy following the adoption of
the Paris Agreement, which, unlike prior international cli-
mate agreements, has a mitigation goal explicitly predicated
upon avoiding specified warming levels relative to “pre-
industrial”. Its focus upon efforts to keep global surface tem-
perature warming below 2 ◦C above pre-industrial levels and
strive to remain below 1.5 ◦C (“keep 1.5 alive” as it was
termed at the recent COP-26) has led to a renewed focus upon
early instrumental records given their importance in estab-
lishing estimates of the pre-industrial baseline and thus how
close we are now to these levels of warming (e.g. Hawkins et
al., 2017). Gulev et al. (2021, see their Table 2.4) conclude
that global surface temperature change over 1850–1900 to
2011–2020 is 1.09 [0.95 to 1.20] ◦C, with most of the uncer-

tainty in this estimate arising from divergence in available es-
timates of the global surface temperature prior to 1900. Any
new insights that might enable these early period estimates
to be better constrained therefore potentially have substan-
tial policy implications if they lead to a shift in the central
estimate or range of estimates of warming since 1850–1900.

Herein we recover and analyse a recently rediscovered
contemporaneous set of parallel temperature measurements
which was undertaken over a period of 20 years at the Royal
Alfred Observatory in Mauritius around the turn of the 20th
century (1884–1903). Perhaps uniquely, this set of measure-
ments consists of up to six independent sets of temperature
observations using distinct methods of observation. This en-
ables a much more robust assessment than a typical long-
term two-way comparison or short-term intense intercom-
parison campaign, permitting greater insights. It is also valu-
able in that there are few, if any, known sets of such parallel
measurements from the tropics for these early measurement
methods.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2
provides a brief history of the observatory and introduces
the context of the parallel measurement series. Section 3 de-
scribes the rescue and collation of the records by the lead
author as part of his Masters thesis. Section 4 analyses the
set of parallel measurements for annual and seasonal effects
and the impacts of monthly averaging choices. Section 5 pro-
vides a discussion, and Sect. 6 concludes.
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2 History of meteorological observations on
Mauritius, the Royal Alfred Observatory, and
specifics of the experiment

2.1 History and key personnel involved

Mauritius is a remote island location in the southern Indian
Ocean (20◦10′′ S, 57◦31′′ E) (Fig. 3). Given its strategic po-
sition, colonial control of Mauritius was highly contested,
with control changing hands from the Dutch (1598–1710),
to the French (1710–1810), and then the British (1810–
1968) before gaining independence. Mauritius has played
a key, but often unrecognized, role in the development of
meteorological research. A comprehensive review is given
in Mahony (2018), with a focus on understanding of tropi-
cal cyclones, and is based upon extensive archival research.
A brief history of meteorological research in Mauritius is
also given by the National Meteorological Service at http:
//metservice.intnet.mu/about-us/historical-background/ (last
access: 20 September 2021). Here we concentrate solely on
those aspects directly germane to the present analysis, pro-
viding the remarkable context in which these measurements
were made.

The very first temperature measurements on Mauritius us-
ing thermometers were made by Mr. Cere of the Jardin du
Roy (now Botanical Gardens) in Pamplemousses in 1774
under a shaded office veranda. Later, Mr. Lislet Geoffroy,
an engineer, astronomer, botanist, and cartographer, started
measurements in Port Louis with a thermometer under his
resident veranda, and as a scientist he began publishing his
observations locally from 1830. In 1832 a public observatory
was opened in Port Louis on the wharf in the harbour and
started temperature measurements on a 12-hourly basis in the
morning and afternoon. The Royal Engineers Observatory in
1852 also made such observations on a regular basis (Henry
James Scheme) until 1856 when all instruments were trans-
ferred to the public observatory due to the demolition of the
Royal Engineers Observatory. The observations continued in
Port Louis until 1869 when a new site was located in Pam-
plemousses to build the Royal Alfred Observatory in 1870,
where operations commenced in November 1874 under Dr.
Meldrum’s directorship.

The Royal Alfred Observatory (RAO henceforth) plays a
pivotal role in the overall history of Mauritian meteorology
over the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The RAO was
conceived in 1860 and opened in the early 1870s, attaining
the status of a government department in 1874. The obser-
vatory provided meteorological services to the then colony
and oversaw the gradual development of a network of ob-
serving sites across Mauritius from the beginning of the 20th
century. The meteorological service headquarters was relo-
cated in 1925, although observations continued at the site.
The building was eventually closed in 1961 and pulled down
to make way for the construction of a hospital. Figure 4
shows a contemporary photo of the building and surround-

ings. The two sets of annual reports of the observatory im-
aged by NOAA NCEI (Sect. 3) highlight a broad range of
measurements being undertaken, which may be of interest to
many investigators. In addition to meteorological measure-
ments there are, for example, some measurements of ozone
reported in at least some of the “blue book” series (Sect. 3),
and the meteorological observations are collated alongside
magnetic observations after 1898.

Brief sketches of key personnel who may have had a role
in the measurement programme being analysed herein are as
follows.

Charles Meldrum arrived in Mauritius in 1848 to teach
mathematics at the Royal College, having previously spent
a number of years teaching in Bombay. In 1851 he helped
launch a meteorological society, and in 1861 he was made
government observer. He was director of the RAO from its
opening in 1874 until 1896, so it most likely would have been
him who started, or at least approved, the experiment. His big
interest, and that which he is now mainly known for, was “cy-
clonology”. He spent much of his time as society secretary
compiling data from ships’ logs and stitching together pic-
tures of cyclones in the southern Indian Ocean (many of these
records are preserved in the annual logs used herein). With
these, he was able to confirm the hypothesis that the winds
blow in a spiral towards the centre – “Meldrum’s rules” for
navigating in a storm thereafter became a key reference for
mariners. Like many at the time he was committed to cycli-
cal understandings of climatic variability and keenly sought
out correlations between sunspots and local weather. He also
took an interest in the broader environmental state of the is-
land, particularly the relationships between climate, defor-
estation, disease, and population growth. Again, this interest
is clearly reflected in the composition of the annual summary
logbooks.

While his major contributions to meteorology (e.g. those
for which he was made fellow of the Royal Society in 1876)
did not necessarily come from observatory-based work, we
have evidence from the 1850s of a very “modern” concern
for careful and precise instrumentation. This was not to be
taken for granted at the time – the officer Meldrum replaced
as government observer was using his own homemade instru-
ments, for instance. Further details on Charles Meldrum are
given in Michaud (2000).

Thomas F. Claxton – slightly less is known about Clax-
ton, beyond a few publications and some second-hand in-
formation from Albert Walter, his successor (see below). He
had been a computer at Royal Greenwich Observatory from
1890, having previously won prizes at school in mathematics,
geometrical drawing, navigation, astronomy, and French. He
was recruited from Greenwich by Meldrum in 1895, to the
post of first assistant director and director designate. When
Claxton took over as director in 1896, Albert Walter was like-
wise recruited from the Greenwich ranks. Claxton published
a little on cyclones and astronomy, and he was clearly more
interested in the latter than Meldrum had been. He seems
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Figure 3. Zoomed-out and zoomed-in imagery from OpenStreetMap (© OpenStreetMap contributors 2021; distributed under the Open Data
Commons Open Database License – ODbL – v1.0) showing the position and local geography of Mauritius, including the various locations
referred to in the text superposed on the inset map.

Figure 4. Photo of the Royal Alfred Observatory building from a contemporaneous postcard estimated to have been taken around 1909 that
was sold by Magasins Réunis, which was a chain of department stores. A very similar photograph (which we think is identical but with a
different crop) was published in Walter’s 1910 Sugar Industry of Mauritius but is of lower quality. No photos are known to exist of the actual
equipment used in the parallel measurement programme analysed herein, although the metadata describe the relative positioning in some
detail in later editions of the blue book series (Sect. 2.2, Fig. 6).
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to have been very mathematically minded and a precise ob-
server, although not such an effective director – he frequently
created trouble with volunteer observers on outlying islands,
as well as quarrelling frequently with the government and the
press over cyclone warnings. While Meldrum was known as
a great “savant” and a trusted forecaster, Claxton was reg-
ularly accused of missing approaching cyclones (this was
“single-station forecasting”, an art developed in part on the
basis of Meldrum’s earlier theoretical work), and in 1910 he
left Mauritius for a position in Hong Kong.

Albert Walter – in the meantime, Walter had developed a
reputation as a somewhat more reliable cyclone forecaster.
He arrived in 1897 and spent much of his first year studying
up on Meldrum’s cyclone work. From around 1900 onwards
he took up some of Meldrum’s statistical interests, beginning
work on the relationships between cyclones and the sugar
crop, the island’s chief export (Rouphail, 2019). He argued
that by using statistical interpolation it was possible to infer
with some accuracy, based on only a couple of point obser-
vations of wind, how much cane each estate would have lost
with a passing cyclone more accurately than a visiting insur-
ance inspector could. He was much more statistically minded
(climatological perhaps) than Claxton and much more em-
bedded in the life of the colony. He married into the French
landowning elite, served their interests much more directly,
and ended up doing varied statistical work for the govern-
ment alongside his eventual RAO director duties. Indeed,
when he eventually left for East Africa in 1925, it was to
conduct statistical work primarily, although he did end up es-
tablishing a meteorological service there from 1929. Walter’s
later career was very much a product of the interwar burst of
interest in agricultural meteorology.

Less can be said about the assistants who may well have
been doing much of the day-to-day observing. We have found
passing references to a few of them – mostly they were re-
cruited from the Royal College and trained in making obser-
vations by the director or assistant director over a period of
a few weeks. If they were deemed good enough, they would
be kept on. They seem to have been mostly drawn from what
was known as the “creole” community, which at that point
meant French descent but born in Mauritius, although some
of Indian descent were also recruited. How work was divided
up and who was perceived as being capable of what was very
racialized. One of the assistants who worked in the period of
the experiment, a Mr. Figon, retired early in 1899 on account
of the ill effects (including failing eyesight) of the routine
observational work, which included spending a lot of time in
the basement with photographic chemicals. His case, along
with that of a number of assistants lost to malaria, is indica-
tive of how physically demanding observatory work could be
in this period, especially in tropical environments.

2.2 Particulars of the temperature intercomparison at
the Royal Alfred Observatory

The parallel measurement documentation is a little ambigu-
ous at times and is scattered across the so-called blue book
series (1884–1909 but with gaps in the versions available
from NOAA NCEI archives) and annual reports (1887–1973)
as detailed in Table 1. Early reports contain only superficial
metadata. The first annual summary report from the observa-
tory imaged at NOAA NCEI (Sect. 3) mentions annual tem-
perature series taken since 1875 (the first full year of opera-
tion) and compares 1887 to the 1875 to 1887 average (Fig. 5).
Given that the initial observatory was based upon a visit by
Charles Meldrum to the Royal Greenwich Observatory in
1866 to both acquaint himself with the layout and acquire
initial instruments, it can be assumed that the instrumenta-
tion and set-up would have been broadly similar to those in
use there. Details of instrumentation at Kew advocated for
use elsewhere under UK auspices are given in a Royal Soci-
ety report (Royal Society, 1868). Interestingly, this report al-
ludes to a period of parallel measurements carried out at Kew
in 1867, which may have been the inspiration for the longer-
running programme of parallel measurements at RAO.

Correspondence dated 30 March 1875 states that an
anemometer and a thermograph (Kew pattern, by Adie) had
been ordered but that the thermograph was yet to arrive. The
thermograph seems to have arrived in December 1875, but
as stated by Meldrum in his annual report drafted in Oc-
tober 1876, “this instrument has not been mounted, owing
to the want of a building for it”. The blue book report for
1876 repeats that the thermograph is still not yet working and
refers to the reported temperatures as arising from Casella
maximum–minimum thermometers having a southern expo-
sure and being mounted 6 ft (1.83 m) from the ground. A
building which was under construction for the thermograph
seems to have been damaged in a storm, further delaying the
installation. The use of Casella thermometers with a southern
exposure would be methodologically quasi-consistent with
the earliest measurements on Mauritius taken under veran-
das (Sect. 2.1). It is unclear whether the originally sourced
thermograph was ever actually installed because subsequent
thermograph measurement series metadata in latter reports
refer consistently to a Hicks thermograph, not an Adie ther-
mograph.

It is clear across the series of reports that there were at least
four distinct instrument set-ups in operation for periods of at
least several years, each across varying subsets of the period
1883–1903:

1. in a well-ventilated room situated between open south-
and east-facing windows, which some reports refer to as
“the main (or principal) computing room”;

2. from a thermograph located in what is variously de-
scribed as a “shed” or in later reports as a photoheli-
ograph dome and thermograph room;
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Table 1. Brief summary of the two sets of image holdings archived by NOAA NCEI that pertain to the Royal Alfred Observatory. The
first collection is of blue books, two of which were missing in the NOAA NCEI collection and were sourced from the NOAA Foreign Data
Library. The second is the annual report series. Neither is continuous in the NCEI holdings. See Fig. 10 for indications as to availability of
individual logbooks across the period of the present study.

Holdings identifier Period of record Temporal resolution Observations Additional information

FDL-IMG_Africa_
18840101_19091231_
Mauritius-AG02389-
c20120625154200

1884–1909 annual meteoro-
logical summary reports
(with some years not present)
– referred to as “blue books”

Monthly, daily, and
hourly (variable
dependent)

Temperature, humidity,
pressure, wind speed,
rainfall, soil tempera-
ture

Includes tabulation of daily ozone,
thunder and lightning, gales + hurri-
canes across the Indian Ocean from
ship reports, and summaries from a
number of other stations around the
island

FDL-IMG_Africa_
18870101_19470630_
Mauritius-AA00062-
c20120608094100

1887–1974 (with some years
not present)

Monthly summaries Meteorological para-
meters, agricultural
production, and disease

Annual summary reports containing
metadata and summaries of other
relevant outcomes

3. from a Stevenson screen located on the lawn; and

4. from a hygrometer located in a Stevenson screen on the
lawn.

Starting with the 1899 blue book report (and then repeated in
subsequent reports with some variations) the reports contain
quite detailed metadata about both the relative positioning
and manufacturers of much of the instrumentation as follows
(with minimal editing).

– The main building was built in 1875 and is described
as facing north by west and as a stone structure of rect-
angular base 56 ft long by 38 wide (17× 11.6 m) shel-
tered on all sides by a two storied veranda. On the
ground floor are three rooms with the principal com-
puting room on the eastern side. In the southeast cor-
ner of this room are self-registering maximum and min-
imum thermometers, dry bulb (Casella nos. 15447 and
1470) and wet bulb (Casella nos. 958 and 1464); they
are between two open windows, one facing the east and
the other the south. The 1900 report mentions that these
were mounted on a wooden stand. This appears to con-
stitute the original long-standing series referred to in the
1887 report. Later reports suggest replacement of the
thermometers may have been necessary as the identi-
fiers either change or are not stated. We note that earlier
reports lack such detail, so instrument replacements in
the prior period cannot be ruled out.

– The photoheliograph dome and thermograph room are
in a stone building built in 1878 some 240 ft (73 m)
NE of the main building, which is 16 ft (4.9 m) in di-
ameter. Adjoining are two rooms, one for photographic
operations and the second of which, the “east room”,
contains the registering parts of the Kew thermograph
and was known as the thermograph room. The “stems”
of the photographic thermometers projected southward
into the thermograph screen, being held in position by a

metal frame, which was also attached to the standard dry
and wet bulb thermometers. The screen was 6 ft square
by 6 to 7 ft high (1.83× 1.83× 1.83–2.13 m), with the
roof sloping towards the south. The sides were double
louvre boarding, and the planks of the floor were double
with an air space between to ensure ventilation as well
as protection against radiation from the ground. The
bulbs of the thermometers were 2 ft (0.60 m) above the
floor and 6 ft (1.83 m) above the ground (although the
1891 annual report implies they were 6 ft 4 in. (1.93 m)
above the ground; it is unclear whether this represents
a true adjustment of instrument mounting). As far as
can be ascertained from available metadata, the thermo-
graph was a photographic type by the well-known man-
ufacturer James Hicks (although as noted before a fur-
ther thermograph was ordered a decade prior). The 1902
blue book describes the thermograph as of the Kew pat-
tern (although it is likely that it was first developed
at Oxford’s Radcliffe Observatory about 1849), being
fully described in the Annual Report of the Meteorolog-
ical Committee for the Royal Society for the Year 1867
(Royal Society, 1868) to which the interested reader is
referred for full details of this instrumentation includ-
ing figures of the likely instrumental configuration (al-
though this cannot be absolutely verified). Further de-
tails on the set-up at Kew including further images are
given in Anon (1892), Drummond (1947; Plate II), and
Galvin (2003; Fig. 2). The recorder was located in the
main building. Lenses were used to reflect the temper-
ature and/or mercury level in the tube, and the image
was shown on a specially prepared chart and later devel-
oped on a scale. The recorded temperature was therefore
known on the next day.

While the fundamental measurement principle of pro-
vision of a continuous trace of changes in temperature
is the same in modern-day thermographs, the specifics
of the measurement system are very distinct. Modern-
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Figure 5. From the first annual summary imaged by NOAA NCEI, a summary table in the front matter compares the period 1875 to 1887,
implying continuous measurements of air temperature over that period. Units are Fahrenheit, and the image misalignment is as photographed.

day thermographs consist of a small portable instrument
housed in a Stevenson screen, with a bimetallic coil as
the sensor, recording on daily or weekly paper charts
wound around a clock drum.

– The enclosure (we can only assume this means fenced
area although the metadata are not specific) for ther-
mometers was at a distance of about 40 yards (36.5 m)
to the east of the main building in a circular enclo-
sure 11 yards (10 m) in diameter. In it were placed
(1) a Stevenson screen containing self-registering maxi-
mum and minimum thermometers (Negretti and Zambra
nos. 40 450 and 40 467), which the 1891 annual report

states is 4 ft (1.2 m) above the ground, and (2) a Steven-
son screen containing a Mason hygrometer by Casella
(thermometer nos. 81 524 and 81 525), being 4 ft (1.2 m)
above the ground, amongst a range of additional meteo-
rological equipment.

There are no metadata to suggest that any of these instrumen-
tation combinations or locations changed over the period of
record being considered here, although several thermometers
are recorded as being replaced. Figure 4 implies that there
is little in the way of relief at the observatory and its im-
mediate surroundings, which means that all measurements
are probably undertaken at broadly equivalent elevations, al-
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though precise elevation details are only given for the princi-
pal computing room, which hosted the barometer. The sun el-
evation is climatologically to the north of the Mauritius loca-
tion except for a 2-month period from mid-November to mid-
January, so the south-facing position of the well-ventilated
room and thermograph serves to minimize potential solar ra-
diation impacts.

Additional buildings are noted in later blue books as fol-
lows:

– a magnetic observatory constructed in 1874 situated
60 yards (55 m) to the north of the main building mea-
suring 40 ft long and 34 ft wide (12.2× 10.4 m);

– a small wooden building built in 1875 for absolute mag-
netic observations situated 80 yards (73 m) to the NW of
the main building and 60 yards (55 m) to the west of the
magnetic observatory;

– about midway between the photoheliograph dome and
the magnetic observatory is a seismograph room, a
wooden building of 12 ft square (3.7 m× 3.7 m) and
some 18 ft (5.5 m) high built in 1894; and

– some 16 yards (14.6 m) to the south of the seismograph
room is a small wooden hut erected in 1885 for the Bal-
four Stewart actinometer.

A sketch of the layout based upon this information is pro-
vided in Fig. 6, which also denotes the assumed approximate
location of the photo given in Fig. 4. It is apparent from this
sketch that built infrastructure other than that in which the in-
strumentation was variously housed is unlikely to have had a
substantial material effect on any of the measurement series.

From the metadata contained in the 1900 blue book, which
contain specific dates of commencement for the Stevenson-
screen-based measurements, in combination with the data
being reported in each set of year books and blue books,
the following timeline can be deduced (and is further sum-
marized in Fig. 10): (i) the measurements in the principal
control room (well-ventilated room) in the main building
commenced in 1875 and until the installation of the ther-
mograph (timing uncertain) were considered the principal
measurement series; (ii) on 1 February 1883 the Steven-
son screen was installed; (iii) tentatively, the thermograph
started being explicitly used in reports from 1891, although
the 1884 blue book talks about temperatures being measured
by photography, implying the thermograph may have been
in use at that time (note that metadata in the early blue
books extend to one page, whereas later editions extend to
10 or more pages), and the 1887 annual report alludes to
new thermometers being sourced for the thermograph. How-
ever, the 1888 annual report specifically states that the prin-
cipal temperature records given relate to the well-ventilated-
room-based measurements. The thermograph had a maxi-
mum and minimum thermometer added on 16 June 1900,
and (iv) the hygrometer-screen-based measurements started

on 16 August 1891, although there is some doubt on this
timing as a set of annual hygrometer-screen-based measure-
ments (screen type unstated) is given in the 1890 blue book
report (see Sect. 3).

There are several allusions to other instrumentation scat-
tered throughout the various reports. The 1887 annual report
mentions a cage on the lawn being distinct from the Steven-
son screen, but in the annual average measuring almost iden-
tical temperatures. Extreme daily values are reported for each
month for the cage and the well-ventilated-room-based mea-
surement in that report, but not the monthly averages. The
only monthly averages reported arise from the thermograph.
The cage is mentioned again in the 1888 annual report and
then once again in the 1894 report, but not thereafter. For
an unspecified period of time starting in April 1892 an ex-
periment with the Stevenson screens was undertaken. Two
additional screens were erected – one at 6.5 ft (19.5 m) high
and the other of larger dimensions as laid out on p. 4 of
the 1892 annual report (2 ft 4 in long, 15 in broad and 2 ft
10 in high – 71 cm× 38 cm× 86 cm), also set at 4 ft (1.2 m)
high and compared to the long-standing Stevenson screen.
The fact that the new screen was considered large perhaps
points to the long-standing screen being considerably smaller
than modern Stevenson screens, which may point to potential
housing heating and ventilation issues in comparison to mod-
ern equivalent equipment. The difference in dimensions is
considerably larger than that documented in a similar exper-
iment (Mawley, 1884; Council of the Royal Meteorological
Society, 1884), which also supports an assertion that “stan-
dard screens” at the time were smaller than modern screens.
Modern “large” or double-width Stevenson screens did not
appear until well after the period described in this paper –
they were introduced in World War I to allow autographic
instruments to be sited alongside conventional thermometry
(Burt, 2021). Data from this Stevenson screen exposure ex-
periment were presented in reports only for April to Decem-
ber 1892. It is unclear whether the experiment persisted be-
yond 1892 or not and, if so, whether the data potentially still
remain in another set of reports.

Numerous reports point to the use of a suite of primary
standard thermometers to perform regular calibration. A Kew
standard 107, which had been constructed in 1853, was re-
placed in 1891 according to the annual report with a standard
Kew thermometer no. 701 following cross-characterization
of these standards. These standard thermometers were used
in the early period monthly and then latterly at least twice a
year to calibrate the various instruments, including a number
of additional thermometers, which were used to calibrate a
range of other instrumentation. Such careful calibration en-
sures comparability of instruments. These comparisons are
tabulated in the blue book entries from 1901 onwards but are
not reported prior to this. The calibration was quite involved
and would have been state-of-the-art at the time (Fig. 7). The
adjustments were applied to the reported series such that any
differences in the annual reports relate principally to siting,
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Figure 6. Rough sketch based upon the available positional metadata in later blue book entries of the layout of the site. Coloured dots denote
the position of the four principal instrument configurations. Light blue – well-ventilated room (main building), green – Stevenson screen
(instrument enclosure), purple – hygrometer (instrument enclosure), and red – thermograph (photoheliograph and thermograph building). It
is probable that the wooden hut is in the right of the frame in Fig. 4, placing the camera to the NNW of the main building and NE of the
wooden hut (marked by X as an approximate estimate). Figure 4 highlights considerable vegetation, but metadata on vegetation positioning
and change through time do not exist.

Figure 7. Description of the biannual comparison of thermometers in the 1902 blue book imaged by NOAA NCEI, which is then accom-
panied by a further page of tabulated results pointing to good apparent stability of the instruments and further commentary on ensuring
long-term stability of the standard via vicarious calibration against newly shipped thermometers that have been calibrated prior to shipment
against the primary standard held at Kew.

radiation shielding, or observational practices such as times
of observation. The 1903 blue book report discusses com-
parison with a new standard sent from Kew. Various reports
mention this series of Kew standards also being used to char-

acterize a range of additional thermometers on the island and
on passing ships.

The 1901 blue book, starting on page xxc (30) and running
over some seven pages, includes a significant analysis related
to shortcomings of the maximum thermometer installed in
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the thermograph. An in-depth tabular comparison is shown
that was too substantial to digitize in the current work. Re-
sults for the thermograph maximum temperatures over June
1900 to August 1901 should be accordingly treated with a
degree of caution. Some of the issue appears to relate to the
initial choice to position the thermometers horizontally in-
stead of vertically.

It is somewhat unclear what happened after the cessa-
tion of the parallel measurement programme or why the pro-
gramme was ceased, although reports leading up to 1903 in-
creasingly lament the poor wages, the challenges of reach-
ing the observatory, working conditions, and the rates of
sickness, which seemingly increased sharply. The 1904 and
1905 blue book meteorological reports state unequivocally
that “Observations of air and evaporation temperature in the
Principal Computing Room, and in a Stevenson screen on the
lawn, were discontinued on 1903 December 31”, implying
that the thermograph was retained as it is this instrument that
continues to be described in the metadata descriptive front
matter. Other sources suggest that the operational measure-
ments switched to being made using a Stevenson screen in
a dedicated meteorological plot at the RAO in 1903. If so,
it is unclear where these reports were filed or whether this
Stevenson screen is the same screen as that used in the long-
running intercomparison or a new screen was commissioned
and whether the “dedicated plot” was the same enclosure.
Reports from 1904 onwards from a non-exhaustive review
consistently mention only one set of temperatures, so even if
parallel measurements continued in some form they are not
recorded in the available reports.

3 Data discovery and digitization of monthly data

The lead author, Samuel Awe, expressed an interest in un-
dertaking data rescue and analysis for his MSc in Climate
Change at Maynooth University. The corresponding author,
Peter Thorne, pointed him to the holdings that were imaged
by NOAA NCEI in the summer of 2012 over a period of
about 3 months. Considerable effort had been made by NCEI
to index the international meteorological holdings lodged
with them and preserved in their physical archives (Fig. 8).
Identified records of interest were then imaged to the ex-
tent resources permitted, and these images were hosted as
tar files at ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/globaldatabank/
daily/stage0/FDL/ (last access: 20 September 2021). To date,
little to no exploitation of these images has occurred, and it
is unclear to what extent the imaged data represent data al-
ready digitized or which remain to be digitized. The holdings
inventory has yet to be integrated fully into the WMO Data
Rescue database to our knowledge at this time.

The original aim of the research was to identify a set of
holdings, which may extend the data record in a remote loca-
tion of the globe, to provide the largest possible increment to
our understanding of historical climate change from a Mas-

Figure 8. Photo of a subset of the six rows of international hard-
copy holdings held in the basement of NCEI that were fully indexed
and a small subset of which was imaged in 2012. The inventory
and imaged subset can be found at ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/
globaldatabank/daily/stage0/FDL/.

ters thesis. Via cross-checking with the ISTI databank (Ren-
nie et al., 2014) and the then secured holdings of the Coper-
nicus Climate Change Service Global Land and Marine Ob-
servations Database contract, it was identified that the early
holdings at Mauritius imaged by NCEI were either entirely
undigitized or yet to be integrated into these holdings (at
any of monthly, daily, or synoptic resolutions). Subsequent
investigations have highlighted the fact that discontinuous
records are included in the CRUTEMv5 product (Osborn et
al., 2021). The data contained in these images could there-
fore have augmented existing digital holdings held by NOAA
NCEI, which extended back only to the middle of the 20th
century. There are two directories of images for this location
that are summarized in Table 1. Both pertain to the Royal
Alfred Observatory. The original intent was simply to mine
these repositories and digitize relevant meteorological data to
extend the data records as far back as possible. The presented
reports vary stylistically throughout the period of record. The
annual summary reports contain a wealth of metadata, mete-
orological data, and observations on agricultural production
and disease. Additional meteorological parameters include
pressure, humidity, wind, and rainfall. More broadly these
reports provide very valuable insights in both contemporary
science and society on the island at this time. The blue book
series are more data-rich and contain many observations with
daily- and report-level granularity. Later blue books incor-
porate additional magnetic observations, and many contain
annexes.

As the work progressed the interesting intercomparison
of temperature measurement methods was discovered. This
led to a reprioritization of the work to concentrate upon
this valuable long-term series of parallel measurements.
The monthly parallel measurements digitized and analysed
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Figure 9. Example of the annual summary sheets found in the logbooks detailing results for three independent measurement techniques
aggregated to monthly averages imaged by NOAA NCEI. Temperatures were reported in Fahrenheit to a precision of 0.1◦. Note that each
technique had averages measured from both daily maximum and minimum as well as native measurement resolution (hourly for the ther-
mograph screen and 06:00 and 15:00 LST for the others). There are no obviously available metadata pertaining as to whether maxima and
minima were calculated in a consistent manner.

herein are contained in annual summary sheets, as shown,
for example, in Fig. 9 as well as the blue books. The
paper records available in imaged form from NOAA NCEI,
supplemented by two absent blue books sourced from the
NOAA Foreign Data Library, provide results from the
parallel measurements over a combined period of 1884 to
1903 (Fig. 10). Data availability depends upon whether both
the annual reports and the blue books were available or just
one or the other. The reports start with a period from 1884 to
1889 of parallel measurements solely between the Stevenson
screen and the thermometers in the well-ventilated room,
but with 1886 missing as neither report type is available
(the sole year of such an occurrence). Starting in 1890 the
hygrometer in a Stevenson screen begins to be reported,
and from 1891 the thermograph temperature measurements
appear in the reports. Thermograph, Stevenson screen, and
well-ventilated-room-based measurements then continue
through the end of 1903. The Stevenson screen experiment
measurements make a brief appearance in 1893. The report
format varies through time. What is tabulated varies by
instrument and year, with the thermograph records gener-
ally containing the most data. Some instruments are only
ever recorded as monthly summaries. Temperatures were
digitized in the originally reported Fahrenheit scale and
subsequently converted to Celsius as part of the analysis.
All monthly resolution intercomparison data were dig-
itized by Samuel O. Awe and Peter W. Thorne and are

available at https://doi.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.935684
(Thorne, 2021a, original units) and
https://doi.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.935683 (Thorne, 2021b,
converted to Celsius).

4 Analysis of the rescued parallel measurements

4.1 Maximum and minimum temperatures

Maximum and minimum temperatures (Tx and Tn, respec-
tively, henceforth) are available for a substantive period
of overlap across the three principal measurement series
(Fig. 10). Were the blue books to be available from other
sources for 1886 it is very likely that almost 20 years
of continuous records could be reconstructed for the well-
ventilated-room-based and Stevenson screen records. Even
with this gap there are almost 19 years of records from the
well-ventilated room and Stevenson screen and 13 years from
the thermograph – more than sufficient to enable a robust
comparison of these series.

The Tx time series are clearly distinct from one another
(Fig. 11), with the Stevenson screen reading the warmest and
the well-ventilated room the coolest. Differences are substan-
tial, being of the order of 3 ◦C between the well-ventilated
room and the Stevenson screen, with the thermograph about
half-way between once it becomes available. The differences
are broadly stable throughout the period of record, with the
exception of the well-ventilated room–Stevenson screen se-
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Figure 10. Availability summary of reports (bottom two rows) in the form of annual reports from the observatory and so-called “blue
book” reports of meteorological as well as magnetic observations, along with monthly reports of temperatures from the various instruments
discussed in Sect. 2.2. Tx is maximum temperatures, Tn is minimum temperatures, Ta is the reported averages, and Tm is monthly means
from the average of Tx and Tn sometimes reported but also calculated for this study – denoted by (c) upon digitization. There may be
additional records also able to further fill gaps herein. Ta is calculated distinctly for the different instruments as follows: room-based 06:00
and 15:00 LST; thermograph 24-hourly values; Stevenson 06:00 and 15:00 LST; hygrometer 06:00 and 15:00 LST.

ries, which appears to have a relatively small step change
associated with the break in data availability in early 1892
(just after the thermograph series appears), and also a marked
change in seasonality of the difference series between 1884–
1885 and all subsequent years. The earliest period has ef-
fectively no seasonal cycle, whereas subsequent series show
a marked seasonality, with differences being the largest in
late austral winter–early austral spring. For this change in
seasonality in the early record there are only the two instru-
ments available, and, combined with the cursory metadata
recorded, it is impossible to ascertain why this shift in be-
haviour may have occurred. For the shift around 1892, the
thermograph (starting in 1891) is also available, permitting a
three-way comparison. The room–thermograph series shifts
more than the thermograph–Stevenson series and in the same
direction as the well-ventilated room–Stevenson series, sug-
gesting that this shift may principally relate to a change in
the well-ventilated room measurements. It is possible that the
major cyclone of April 1892 that is documented in the reports
may have impacted operations, although this event arises in
the period when the reports, relative to later volumes, con-
tained scant metadata, and there is no obvious record of the

impacts from the material to hand. Overall, the short period,
taken together with the temporary break in Stevenson screen
measurement series availability, precludes a robust quantifi-
cation and assignment of the break to one or the other of the
well-ventilated room or the Stevenson screen.

Seasonality of the Tx differences (Fig. 12) exhibits a
marked annual cycle for the well-ventilated room minus ther-
mograph comparison. The difference in Tx between the well-
ventilated room and the thermograph peaks in austral sum-
mer and is at a minimum in austral winter. For the two re-
maining comparisons involving the Stevenson screen there is
relatively little obvious structure to the differences. For all
months the differences in all comparisons are non-zero dis-
tributed. All paired Tx differences are highly significant un-
der a paired t test (Table 2).

The Tn time series are, again, clearly distinct from one
another (Fig. 13), but now with the Stevenson screen read-
ing the coolest and the well-ventilated room the warmest.
There are no obvious breaks in the apparent behaviour of the
difference series between instruments. The opposite sign of
the differences as those for Tx means that differences be-
tween instruments in Tx and Tn are much larger than in Tm
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Figure 11. Monthly series for maximum temperatures as reported in the annual report series over the period of parallel measurements
(1884–1903) from the three principal instrument series. The lower panel shows time series of the offsets between the measurements (in all
cases first instrument minus the latter instrument).

(Sect. 4.2). This is consistent with the contention in Thorne et
al. (2016) that differences will tend to be maximal in Tx, Tn,
or their difference (DTR, which is not analysed further here)
and smallest in Tm. The Tn series are about 2 ◦C cooler at the
Stevenson screen than the well-ventilated room with, again,
the two remaining difference series coming in at about half
that magnitude.

The time series of differences between Tn instrument
pairs are less variable than for Tx, as might be expected
given the lack of direct solar radiative effects on Tn (com-
pare lower panels of Figs. 11 and 13). Unlike Tx, there is
no change in variability after 1884–1885 between the well-
ventilated room and the Stevenson screen, implying that this
effect solely pertained to daytime measurements. Seasonally,
the two Tn difference series with the well-ventilated room
show an apparent seasonal cycle in their differences, which
are smallest in austral summer and largest in austral win-
ter, whereas the thermograph–Stevenson screen pair exhibits
minimal seasonality (Fig. 14). The seasonal cycle is some-
what smaller than that for Tx. Again, for all months the dif-
ferences are non-zero, and thus all the differences in Tn be-

tween the three long-term series are highly significant (Ta-
ble 2).

4.2 Average temperatures

The “average temperatures” are herein the reported aver-
ages, which were preferred as the monthly diagnostic at
the time, and are different from the “mean temperatures”
(Tx+Tn / 2), which is nowadays the standard across much,
but by no means all, of the globe (WMO, 2017). Use of the
average of a selection of observing hours was standard prac-
tice in very many early records (e.g. Camuffo, 2002; Böhm
et al., 2010). For the thermograph this is stated in the meta-
data to be the average of 24 h from 00:00 to 23:00 LST. For
all remaining techniques, the average, when explicitly doc-
umented, is the mean of 06:00 and 15:00 LST values, even
though for the well-ventilated-room-based instrument there
is evidence that observations were often taken more fre-
quently. Early metadata until the 1890s are insufficiently de-
tailed to determine absolutely whether the earliest averages
from the well-ventilated room were 06:00 and 15:00 LST
or departed from this. The Stevenson screen only reported
maximum and minimum temperatures until 1894 when av-
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Figure 12. Monthly distribution of the differences between the different instrument pairs to the extent each series is available (Figs. 9 and
10). Each individual value is specified by a cross, and the median of all values is denoted by the solid horizontal line for each calendar month.
Vertical axes are kept identical between panels for comparison purposes.

erage temperatures were also tabulated in the annual reports
and documented as arising from 06:00 and 15:00 LST read-
ings. For average temperatures for 1890–1900, albeit discon-
tinuously, there are also reports from the Stevenson-screen-
housed hygrometer read at the same times.

The average temperatures (Ta) series are considerably
closer to one another than maximum or minimum temper-
atures (Fig. 15, see also Figs. 11 and 13). Differences are
generally smaller than 1 ◦C. Hygrometer difference series are
not shown given the relative brevity of that series and for pre-
sentational consistency with other similar figures. Given the
similarities between the hygrometer and Stevenson screen se-
ries, the difference series would be very small (low variance,
almost zero difference) for the Stevenson screen–hygrometer
and similar to the shown differences to the Stevenson screen
for the two other set-ups. The closeness of Ta series is per-
haps unsurprising given that these constituted the primary re-
porting metric and that, entirely reasonably, it can be implied

that efforts may have been made by the observatory staff to
maximize the comparability of the different set-ups deployed
based upon this metric.

There is marked seasonality in the difference series for the
well-ventilated room minus thermograph in the lower panel
of Fig. 15, which is readily evident in the monthly depar-
tures shown in Fig. 16. The average temperatures from the
well-ventilated room are warmer than the thermograph in
austral winter and cooler in austral summer. The seasonal ef-
fect also exists in the well-ventilated room–Stevenson screen
pair, although the Stevenson screen is warmer than the well-
ventilated room measurements for all except austral mid-
winter, and then not consistently so. The thermograph–
Stevenson screen differences exhibit little seasonal struc-
ture, with the Stevenson screen generally being 0.3 ◦C (0.1–
0.5 ◦C) warmer, although purely visually the behaviour in
both February and, to a lesser extent, October is distinct
from all other months. In February the thermograph records
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Figure 13. As Fig. 11, but for minimum temperatures.

higher temperatures than the Stevenson screen, and in Oc-
tober the mean difference is zero. Given that solar elevation
would be similar in these two months, this might point to
a physical effect in one or the other of the instruments in-
stead of noise. The well-ventilated room differences for each
instrument would suggest that the effect may most plausi-
bly arise from the Stevenson screen as the well-ventilated
room–thermograph series varies smoothly, whereas the well-
ventilated room–Stevenson screen series similarly shows two
peaks in November and February, in which case vegetation
shading may be the possible cause given the evidence in
Fig. 4 for ample vegetation in the direction of the enclosure
(Fig. 6). Later, in 1917, metadata point to RAO getting into
trouble with the sanitary inspector for not keeping the garden
and grounds in good order, in part because apparently the
gardener kept falling ill. Whether these issues existed prior
to this is unclear. Regardless, the scientific takeaway here is
that the availability of three distinct series shows the value
that a multi-way comparison can bring over a two-way com-
parison, from which differences can be diagnosed but never
unpicked.

Formal statistical testing highlights the fact that both
the well-ventilated room–thermograph pair and Stevenson
screen–hygrometer pair are not statistically different under

a paired t test, whereas all other differences are highly sig-
nificant (Table 2). The Stevenson screen and hygrometer
measurements are highly similar to one another, whereas
the well-ventilated room–thermograph pair non-significance
must arise from the cancellation of relatively large seasonal
effects across the annual cycle apparent in Fig. 16.

4.3 Mean temperatures

Mean temperatures (Tm) here are a combination of values
directly calculated from Tx and Tn reports and, where avail-
able in the reports, directly reported values to maximize the
available series duration. Sometimes, for some instruments,
only one or the other approach is available. With the excep-
tion of the final 3 years, whenever both are available, these
are identical within reporting precision. In the final three
years the means by which maximum and minimum temper-
atures were reported changed (no rationale or justification is
given), and this leads to a disconnect between the means re-
ported in the annual report and the values inferred from the
blue book maximum and minimum temperature reports. The
values based upon the blue book are used by preference in
the present analysis, but the effect is of the order tenths of
a degree Fahrenheit, so the choice should not have a sub-
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Figure 14. As Fig. 12 but for Tn. Axis ranges are identical between panels but differ from those in Fig. 12.

stantial impact upon the present analysis. Mean temperature
series are only available for the three long-standing measure-
ment techniques and not the hygrometer, which only ever
appeared as Ta and instantaneous temperatures at 06:00 and
15:00 LST.

Mean temperature series are more similar to one another
than the underlying Tx and Tn series owing to partial cancel-
lation of marked differences between instruments for Tx and
Tn (Fig. 17, see also Figs. 11 and 13). The well-ventilated
room series is consistently cooler than remaining series in
austral summer, with any differences in austral winter being
less obvious. Offsets between the different series are some-
what larger for Tm than for Ta (lower panel of Fig. 17, see
also Fig. 15) but are still generally within 1 ◦C. The well-
ventilated room–Stevenson screen pair carries through, with
reduced magnitude, the apparent break in series behaviour in
1892 in Tx that is assessed in Sect. 4.1.

Seasonality of the differences is marked for the two com-
parisons that include the well-ventilated room, as was the
case for Ta (Fig. 18, see also Fig. 16). The differences for

each calendar month range over ±1 ◦C – somewhat broader
than the similar set of differences for Ta. Both comparisons
involving the well-ventilated room, similarly to Ta, have a
very marked seasonal cycle with differences being largest
in austral summer. The well-ventilated room is warmer than
the thermograph in the austral winter but remains cooler than
the Stevenson screen throughout the year. The thermograph–
Stevenson screen pair exhibits a roughly constant offset of
0.2–0.4 ◦C across the seasonal cycle. The outliers for October
and February in the thermograph to Stevenson screen com-
parison in Ta no longer exist in Tm (compare lowest panels
in Figs. 15 and 17), pointing to a potential non-climatic ef-
fect in the 06:00 or 15:00 LST instantaneous temperature in
the Stevenson screen measurements which does not impact
the Tx and Tn measurements. Initial intuition might suggest
15:00 LST as the prime candidate as radiation effects would
be maximal then, but the sun would be nearly overhead, mak-
ing this less plausible as a transient impact than 06:00 LST
measurements, which might have transient shadow effects
from quite distant obstacles given the low solar elevation at
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Figure 15. As Fig. 11, but for monthly average temperatures (Ta) that extend for longer and are more contiguously available from all four
techniques (including the hygrometer). For all techniques except the thermograph, Ta is calculated from the mean of observations at 06:00
and 15:00 LST. For the thermograph it is the mean of the 24-hourly observations. The hygrometer series is relatively short, and it is shown
only in the top panel. Significance of differences is assessed in Table 2 for this instrument.

that hour. Without additional metadata, however, this is im-
possible to unpick further. All comparisons between Tm se-
ries are statistically significant (Table 2).

4.4 The differences between mean and average
temperatures for each instrument configuration

The availability of more than a decade’s worth of Ta and
Tm measurements for the three long-standing measurement
series permits an assessment of the impacts of the choice
of daily and monthly averaging. As outlined previously, the
norm in early records was for the monthly mean to be based
upon the average of a number of instantaneous measurements
taken across the day (Böhm et al., 2010; Camuffo, 2002),
whereas many countries now calculate the monthly average
as the mean of the daily maxima and minima. It is well doc-
umented that this choice can have a substantial impact upon
the resulting series (Camuffo, 2002; Trewin, 2010; Böhm et
al., 2010). The availability of over a decade’s worth of con-
current Tm and Ta measurements for each instrumental set-
up enables a quantification of the impacts of this choice and
also the sensitivity to instrumental set-up. Recall that for the

Stevenson screen and well-ventilated room Ta is the average
of 06:00 and 15:00 LST measurements, whereas for the ther-
mograph it is the average of 24-hourly values between 00:00
and 23:00 LST.

Differences between Ta and Tm per instrument over the
seasonal cycle are shown in Fig. 19. For all three dis-
tinct measurement set-ups, Ta is consistently cooler than
Tm throughout the annual cycle. Differences always exhibit
lower variance (evidenced by the dispersion of points around
the median) from the thermograph than the other two instru-
mental set-ups. Presumably the use of 24-hourly values in the
derivation of Ta, instead of 2, reduces the noise and makes
the two measurements more consistently equivalent to one
another. The thermograph differences are also remarkably
stable across the seasonal cycle, ranging between about 0.3
and 0.5 ◦C warmer in Tm than Ta. The well-ventilated room
also tends to sit within a slightly broader range of 0.2–0.5 ◦C
warmer in Tm than Ta. There is some very slight seasonality
in the well-ventilated room differences, with differences be-
ing largest in austral summer and smallest in austral winter.
The Stevenson screen differences are much more dispersive,
and there is marked month-to-month variation in the differ-
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Figure 16. As Fig. 12 but for Ta. Axis labels are identical across the three panels but differ from those in Figs. 12 and 14.

ences, with the median difference in November being 0 ◦C
and October being 0.6 ◦C. This may relate to the effects dis-
cussed in Sect. 4.3. There is no obvious seasonality to the
pattern of differences beyond this. All three sets of differ-
ences between Tm and Ta are highly significant (Table 2).

4.5 The Stevenson screen comparison

The Stevenson screen comparison was, as noted in Sect. 2.2,
recorded solely for 8 months during 1892. As such the sub-
stantive analyses performed for other aspects of the com-
parison are not appropriate and, instead, a simple tabula-
tion of the observations is presented in Table 3. As noted in
Sect. 2.2 the “large” Stevenson screen was perhaps more akin
to present-day Stevenson screen sizes (although the standard
screen size is not, as far as we can tell, ever explicitly doc-
umented) and the 6 ft (1.8 m) screen height is also closer to
modern standard heights, which tend to be 1.5 or 2 m rather
than the 1.2 m height of the standard screen at the time. Avail-
able documentation implies that all thermometers were cali-

brated such that any differences would arise due to the height
or housing distinctions between the three sets of instrumenta-
tion. Differences between the standard screen and 6 ft screen
are minimal until October 1892 when the 6 ft screen Tx read-
ings depart systematically to read cooler than the standard
Stevenson screen. The large Stevenson screen Tx readings
are consistently lower than the standard Stevenson screen
throughout, whereas the Tn values are consistent. Taken to-
gether, these results are suggestive of issues in the Tx with
the standard Stevenson screen (the long-standing configura-
tion). This may result from the relatively small screen size
relative to modern-day screen designs, yielding estimates
that are warm-biased. This would certainly be supported by
the large screen comparisons. There has been some limited
analysis in this regard elsewhere, with Buisan et al. (2015)
reporting overheating in small screens, particularly in sum-
mer, but this is contested by Yosef et al. (2018). Regardless,
the seasonal variation of the 6 ft versus standard Stevenson
screen Tx behaviour would require an additional reason. Sea-
sonality in leaf cover or vegetation shading effects is one po-
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Figure 17. As Fig. 11, but for mean temperature (the average of Tx and Tn). To make the record as complete as possible a combination of
directly reported and self-calculated estimates has been used. Where both numbers exist they match entirely except for the period 1901–1903
when the method of tabulation of averages changes, introducing a disconnect of the order tenths of a degree Fahrenheit between the series in
the blue book and the annual report prior to their conversion here to ◦C.

tential explanation, and the timing potentially also matches
apparent effects in seasonality discussed in Sect. 4.3 and 4.4.
The series is, however, too short to draw any firm conclusions
in this regard.

5 Discussion

The series of measurements undertaken at the RAO are quite
remarkable. Such a series of experiments, even today, is very
much exceptional and undertaken only at a handful of na-
tional observatories globally. To see such a set of measure-
ments undertaken in what was, at the time, an outpost of the
then British empire, against noted struggles of factors such
as conditions, salaries, and ill health, shows enormous scien-
tific fortitude. The set of measurements is very informative.
The main initial scientific takeaways are as follows.

– Differences in Tx and Tn between the different instru-
ment configurations are substantial and highly signifi-
cant but are of opposite sign, so they tend to partially
cancel for both Tm and Ta.

– There are potentially large seasonality effects, which are
most marked for the measurements taken in the well-
ventilated room.

– Differences between Ta (average over fixed hours) and
Tm (the mean of Tx and Tn) for each instrument are
on the order of a few tenths of a degree and systematic,
with limited seasonality. Many early instrumental series
used the Ta approach, whereas most modern data are re-
ported as Tm. The Tm series are systematically warmer
by up to 0.5 ◦C depending upon the instrumental con-
figuration.

– Because of robust and regular comparisons to a pri-
mary standard, the fact that most differences between
series are highly significant points irrefutably to the
non-negligible impacts of both instrumental set-ups and
choice of averaging approaches.

– Assuming that the well-ventilated room and thermo-
graph are indicative of early measurement techniques,
then these recorded colder values than the Stevenson
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Figure 18. As Fig. 12 but for Tm. All axes are the same range but differ from those given in Figs. 12, 14, and 16. As in Fig. 17 the series
utilizes a combination of self-calculated and reported values for Tm.

screen measurements, at least at this location and for
the particular Stevenson screen set-up.

– However, questions around the size and height of the
Stevenson screen are highlighted by a short-term three-
way comparison of three distinct screens, pointing to
potential biases in Tx measurements in particular.

The differences between the well-ventilated room and the re-
maining instrumental set-ups, with the well-ventilated room
exhibiting a muted diurnal and annual cycle, suggest that the
thermal capacity of the building leads to biases in these mea-
surements that partially cancel in the daily and annual means.
Figure 4 suggests the building is at least partially stone-built,
as do available blue book metadata. The thermograph and
the well-ventilated room are both overall cold-biased rel-
ative to the Stevenson screen. However, a short period of
overlap between three distinct Stevenson screen configura-
tions in the middle of the period implies that the Steven-
son screen may suffer from biases, in particular in Tx aris-

ing from potentially being too small to avoid heating effects
from the screen. Monthly outlier values in Stevenson screen
differences also indicate potential impacts from shading ef-
fects which impact Ta (06:00 and 15:00 LST) in October
and February and, given the location relative to vegetation
(Figs. 4 and 6), would most logically imply issues of either
early morning (perhaps more plausibly) or early afternoon
shading.

The comparison is highly informative around the very sub-
stantial magnitude of possible biases in early instrumental
records. However, there are substantial unresolved questions
regarding how representative the findings around instrumen-
tal set-up transitions at this single locale, for this single ex-
perimental set-up may be and, hence, how they may ap-
ply more broadly to the transition from early meteorological
records to Stevenson-screen-based measurements in the trop-
ics. Firstly, it is unclear how broadly the thermograph and/or
well-ventilated room set-ups in use at the RAO were in use
across former UK colonies. Based upon the Royal Society
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Figure 19. As Fig. 12 but for the differences between reported average and mean temperatures for each individual instrument configuration.
All axis ranges are identical to aid comparability.

report (Royal Society, 1868) and its drive toward standard-
ization, it is reasonable to assume that, at least at similarly
staffed facilities, it may have been encouraged and thus that
the predominant transition in such cases may have been from
one of a well-ventilated room or thermograph set-up eventu-
ally to a Stevenson screen, which by the 1930s was the pre-
eminent measurement technique (Parker, 1994). But, equally,
the RAO facility, undoubtedly a proverbial scientific shining
beacon on the hill of its time (Mahony, 2018), may have been
quasi-unique. Secondly, even if the techniques were broadly
adopted then presumably they would have been sensitive to
details such as site aspect, instrument positioning, climato-
logical sunshine, precipitation and wind, and the latitude of
the site. The effect of such covariates may be large compared
to any instrumental set-up effects and would be unique per
site. To address these issues, further efforts toward metadata
recovery for early tropical measurement series would be nec-
essary, pointing to the need for renewed data rescue efforts,
including efforts to rescue and manage available metadata.

The finding that the observations in the well-ventilated
room, and to a lesser extent in the thermograph screen, re-
sult in lower values than the Stevenson screen is an in-
teresting finding. In the seminal paper comparing Steven-
son screen measurements to earlier observational methods,
Parker (1994) finds the opposite: earlier methods tended
to record similar or warmer temperatures than Stevenson
screens. In northwestern Europe these biases tend to be
smaller than 0.2 ◦C. The paper presents three tropical screen
comparisons, suggesting biases can be larger in the tropics:
(1) at Agra Observatory in India the mean annual tempera-
ture of a thatched shed is 0.42 ◦C warmer than the Steven-
son screen (Field, 1920); (2) at Colombo in Sri Lanka the
mean annual temperature is 0.37 ◦C warmer in an early felted
shed than a Stevenson screen with an open bottom (Bam-
ford, 1928); and (3) at Apia, Samoa, a tropical screen (which
seems to be a Stevenson screen with a thatched roof) is
0.08 ◦C cooler than a normal Stevenson screen (Sapsford,
1940). Furthermore, based on a comparison of land tempera-
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Table 2. The t-test results for various comparisons using a paired
t test. With the exceptions of the calculated averages for the well-
ventilated room (06:00 and 15:00 LST) and thermograph (average
of 24 h) as well as the Stevenson screen and hygrometer (both 06:00
and 15:00 LST) (both bolded), all remaining comparisons of indi-
vidual temperature indicators across instruments are highly signifi-
cant. Also significant are the differences between average tempera-
tures (06:00 and 15:00 LST or 24 h) and mean temperatures (aver-
age of Tx and Tn) for the three instruments that report both.

Diagnostic t-test t-test
value significance

Tx room–thermograph −25.41 0.00
Tx room–Stevenson −71.96 0.00
Tx thermograph–Stevenson −49.86 0.00
Tn room–thermograph 32.03 0.00
Tn room–Stevenson 62.64 0.00
Tn thermograph–Stevenson 49.06 0.00
Ta room–thermograph −0.62 0.53
Ta room–Stevenson −9.28 0.00
Ta room–hygrometer −7.04 0.00
Ta thermograph–Stevenson −12.30 0.00
Ta thermograph–hygrometer −5.96 0.00
Ta Stevenson–hygrometer −1.00 0.32
Tm room–thermograph −4.28 0.00
Tm room–Stevenson −24.94 0.00
Tm thermograph–Stevenson −20.53 0.00
Tm–Ta room −21.62 0.00
Tm–Ta thermograph −42.18 0.00
Tm–Ta Stevenson −18.99 0.00

tures and marine temperatures Parker estimated that tropical
measurements are 0.2 ◦C too warm for the period before the
Stevenson screen.

After Parker (1994), considerable warm biases have also
been found in screens used before the Stevenson screen. In
two locations in Spain Brunet et al. (2011) found a warm
bias in French screens of 0.35 ◦C compared to Stevenson
screens (only comparing screens, using modern sensors). In
Kremsmünster, Austria, Böhm et al. (2010) found a warm
bias in north wall measurements of 0.2 ◦C compared to
Stevenson screens (again only comparing screens). Nicholls
et al. (1996) found a warm bias in the Glaisher’s revolv-
ing screen in Adelaide, Australia, of 0.2 ◦C; for comparison
Parker had reported on four Glaisher screen parallel measure-
ments in the cloudy and windy UK with on average no bias
(although one of them also had a 0.2 ◦C warm bias). Ashcroft
et al. (2021) extended the Nicholls et al. (1996) analysis
with newly rescued long-term daily series to highlight dif-
ferential biases for maxima and minima that, for maxima,
showed considerable seasonality. A recent comparison of a
Wild screen and a Stevenson screen in Basel, Switzerland,
found no bias in the average temperature, but a 0.2 ◦C warm
bias in the mean temperature of the Wild screen (Auchmann
and Brönnimann, 2012). Care must be taken in these compar-

isons, which are predominantly mid-latitude analyses. The
radiation errors of large Stevenson screens in a subtropi-
cal desert climate were found to be less than other types of
screens in a WMO trial in Algeria (Lacombe et al., 2011).
In mid-latitudes, it is well known that strong solar radiation
can result in considerable heating of the louvred sides of the
screen and result in screen temperature warming over “true”
air temperature (as measured by, for instance, an aspirated
sensor); but in tropical latitudes, with a higher or overhead
solar angle, the radiation errors did not appear to be as great
as might have been expected, probably owing to shadowing
of the louvres from the screen roof. The roof being more im-
portant relative to the sides may extrapolate to other tropical
measurement set-ups. Mid-latitude screen comparisons may
thus not be representative of tropical sites for this reason.

Furthermore, while these prior studies all considered
early observational methods, none of these constituted well-
ventilated room or thermograph measurements. That may
explain the difference between the current study and ear-
lier studies on early observations. Modelling suggests that
Stevenson screens still have a warming bias due to radiation
errors (Lin et al., 2001), and this could on a physical basis
have been greater for these early screens that were smaller
than modern screens. Thus, either the well-ventilated room
measurements or the thermograph measurements may well
constitute more faithful estimates of the true early tempera-
tures in Mauritius, although the well-ventilated room mea-
surements come at the expense of thermal inertia impact-
ing their apparent ability to describe diurnal and seasonal
cycles. Given the set-up of the thermograph with relatively
large bulbs relative to modern instruments and its attachment
to a building, it may well also suffer from these impacts to a
lesser extent.

Significant further value would be realized if the parallel
measurement data were available at daily or even sub-daily
resolution alongside meteorological covariates that may al-
low a more physical interpretation of the causes of the dif-
ferences we have found. From our inspection of the blue
book series only one set of numbers is ever present for daily
records, and in many years it is unclear from what combi-
nation of instruments this arises. It is also possible that the
thermograph readings are available for a considerable period
prior to their inclusion in the blue book and annual report se-
ries as monthly averages. Unfortunately, as unfunded work,
it was not possible for us to pursue these avenues of potential
research further at this time, and it would require access to
additional records, which it cannot be certain have been pre-
served. On the other hand, it is very likely that blue book and
annual report series entries do exist continuously. If those
missing from NCEI’s archives and not backfilled from the
NOAA Foreign Data Library could be procured from other
sources (Fig. 10), that would fill some gaps in the records
recovered here.

We would caution that there is presently no direct impact
of the findings herein upon the major global datasets estimat-
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Table 3. Comparison of the three Stevenson screen set-ups undertaken in the latter part of calendar year 1892. Original values in ◦F have
been converted here to ◦C. StS stands for the standard long-running Stevenson screen measurements – taken at a height of 4 ft (1.2 m). The
6 ft screen is mounted instead at 6 ft (1.8 m), which is closer to the typical range of screens today that tend to be at 1.5 to 2 m. Lg refers to the
larger screen size, which is perhaps more comparable to the size of today’s screens. The size of the two standard screens has not been able to
be ascertained from the available metadata (see Sect. 2.2).

Instrument/month StS Tx 6 ft Tx Lg Tx StS Tn 6 ft Tn Lg Tn StS Tm 6 ft Tm Lg Tm
(mm/yyyy)

04/1892 31.2 31.3 30.7 21.2 21.1 21.1 26.1 26.2 25.9
05/1892 28.9 28.5 28.1 19.1 19.0 19.1 24.0 23.7 23.6
06/1892 26.5 26.1 25.8 18.1 17.9 18.0 22.2 22.0 21.9
07/1892 25.6 25.3 25.0 15.8 15.7 15.8 20.7 20.5 20.5
08/1892 26.3 26.0 25.5 16.6 16.4 16.5 21.4 21.2 21.0
09/1892 26.2 25.8 25.4 16.6 16.2 16.3 21.3 21.0 20.8
10/1892 28.6 28.0 27.7 16.9 17.0 16.9 22.7 22.5 22.3
11/1892 31.2 30.5 30.2 18.6 18.6 18.6 24.8 24.5 24.3
12/1892 31.1 30.3 30.1 20.4 20.5 20.3 25.7 25.4 25.2

ing surface temperature. This is in part because data from
Mauritius prior to the mid-20th century have yet to be incor-
porated into at least some of the databases upon which these
datasets are built. But, more importantly, how representative
the instrument transition at the RAO is to changes that were
more broadly undertaken across the tropics is unknown. It
is therefore not possible to determine how broadly applica-
ble the findings may be. Nor is it known how sensitive any
transition might be to site-specific covariates.

There is clearly a long-term and semi-continuous record
between the RAO observations and observations taken at a
range of earlier locations (Mahony, 2018; Sect. 2 and blue
book entries), and there would be great value in their re-
covery and use, which is an activity ongoing under ACRE
(Rob Allan, personal communication, 2020). Herein we have
clearly only scratched the surface in uncovering the potential
scientific value of this lost treasure trove of early meteoro-
logical holdings from RAO, which provide a unique window
into climate in the southern Indian Ocean from 1875 to the
mid-20th century. The subset of reports held by and imaged
from NOAA NCEI contains not only meteorological obser-
vations from the island of Mauritius, but also early informa-
tion on Indian Ocean tropical cyclones and many other rele-
vant aspects of island life (Mahony, 2018; Table 1). Records
were well kept and there is a rich set of contextual and so-
cietal metadata in the annual reports (less so in the meteo-
rological reports, which mainly contain measurement system
metadata). It is also possible to extract valuable additional
metadata from institutional correspondence. Digitization and
exploitation of these well-managed meteorological observa-
tions and correspondence would clearly constitute a valuable
addition to our knowledge of climate change in the region
for which exploitable directly observed climate data in the
period are presently scant to non-existent. Several activities
in this area are known to be ongoing (Gil Compo and Rob
Allan, personal communication, 2020).

6 Conclusion

A recently rediscovered and recovered set of long-term paral-
lel measurements undertaken over 1884 to 1903 at the Royal
Alfred Observatory in Mauritius has provided valuable in-
sights into early instrumental transitions. The principal mea-
surements consisted of a well-ventilated room, a thermo-
graph, and a Stevenson screen, supplemented by a hygrom-
eter and, for a short period, parallel Stevenson screen mea-
surements.

The instruments used were regularly calibrated against a
primary standard thermometer, meaning that any differences
principally relate to instrumental configuration, housing, and
averaging effects. Differences between instrumental config-
urations are large for maximum, minimum, average (average
of specified hours), and mean (average of max and min) tem-
peratures, and almost all comparisons are highly statistically
significantly distinct.

The findings reinforce existing literature that points to the
likely presence of significant biases that may have complex
seasonal fingerprints in transitioning from early measure-
ment techniques to modern globally standardized meteoro-
logical records. But it is unclear how representative the dif-
ferent configurations are of early instrumental practices, nor
is it clear whether site-specific effects may dominate. Thus,
while the analysis highlights the potential presence of large
biases associated with transitions from early instrumentation
in the tropics, it cannot, absent further information on other
site instrumentation changes, elucidate upon the likely over-
all nature of any tropic-wide biases arising.
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Code and data availability. The original imaged
copies of reports are available from NOAA NCEI and
the NOAA Foreign Data Library as outlined in the
main text. The keyed rescued data are available at
https://doi.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.935684 (Thorne, 2021a,
original units) and https://doi.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.935683
(Thorne, 2021b, converted to Celsius). The IDL code (single
programme) to produce all tables and plots is available at
https://github.com/peterwthorne/Mauritius_code (last access: last
access: 7 April 2022; https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6451187,
Thorne, 2022) and uses the original unit version of the data files.
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